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In late June of this year (1997), the largest Protestant Church in North America, the 15 million
member Southern Baptist Convention, voted to boycott the Walt Disney Company, "one of the world's
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most powerful entertainment conglomerates." The church had given the company a year to change its
position on homosexuality--a stance that the church believed to be overly permissive. Among other
things, Disney had decided to provide health benefits to the partners of its gay and lesbian employees.
The Baptists also objected to programming by the ABC TV network that is owned by Disney.
The issue for Southern Baptists is a moral and theological one. The Bible holds homosexuality
to be sinful, they say. The issue is also inherently political. To recognize it, as Disney Company has, is
to support it. Newsweek's Tom Morganthau writes, "They're taking a stand against the trendy secularism
of a bicoastal culture that, under the pervasive influence of the mass media, increasingly depicts
homosexuality in a positive light. "
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For the most part the public reaction has been minimal. A noted United Methodist pastor
participated in an Evening News panel discussion to question both the boycott and the anti-gay position.
The New York Post headline the following day was "A Mickey Mouse Boycott." And a pastor of a large
Southern Baptist'Church in Texas indicated that he believes gays have reason to feel oppressed and that a
boycott is not the Christian way of confronting immorality."
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So what is The Christian way? At issue is not the correct position on homosexuality.
Fundamentally the debate revolves around the Christian stance toward the world. It has to do with what
it means to follow Jesus in faithful discipleship in the contemporary world. Specifically, what form must
Christianity take to be an actual force in the world.?

During the same period as the Disney-Baptist episode, the United States Air Force granted a
general rather than an honorable discharge to a 26 year old unmarried, female bomber pilot who was
therefore spared a military trial for adultery, disobeying an order and lying--charges she did not deny but
which could have landed her in a military prison. The interest of the press and the citizenry was the
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"motivation of the armed forces in doggedly pursuing one of its star female officers for an everyday
human failing" according to an editorial in The New Yorker.
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The magazine's own position was clear. It noted the "enduring ridiculousness of our antiquated
and unenforceable sex laws." 5 "Which of us ... ," the writer asks, "did not recall, just for a moment, the
twanging thrill of an impossible romance, and then getting into all kinds of trouble with the old folks?" 6
Another perspective from the following Sunday's newspaper: "The gravest threat to this nation
is the struggle for the definition of sexuality.... If we accept a pagan sexuality that looks at sex as·
7

basically recreational, then we're doomed." (Interestingly, this commentator, a leader in a conservative
church, blames the threat on "the loss of faith of the mainline churches in their own faith." "Those
churches were the cultural arbiters in the 1950s. Then they went soft on premarital sex, sex outside of
marriage. When they surrendered, that made the sexual revolution possible·. We're living with the
catastrophic effects of it today." "Those effects include the divorce rate, family break-up, abortion, gay
rights and the HIV virus .... " 8)
Again we ask, what is The Christian way?

The presenting questions of this paper are:
What does it mean to live as a Christian in the contemporary world?
And what is the nature and character of the church that supports people in
that task?
These question may be stated variously and with different emphases and perspectives. What
does it mean to follow Jesus in a post-modern world? How would Jesus approach the powers and
principalities of this world in this time? What is the role of the follower, the disciple, the pupil? It is one
thing to attach oneself to a person; it is another to take one's cues from a spirit. With the possibility of
self-deception ever looming, how do I know that I am still following? How does one travel by the power
of the one who is followed? How to stay connected, to feel the "wind beneath one's wings," to be
empowered by the Other and by the community of other pilgrims? Is a convoy necessary? Can the risen
Christ have a solitary disciple?
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And what about "the present world"? How many worlds, and cultures are there? How many do
I live in--can I live in? How is the social order different in the two-thirds and the one-third world? And
how is it different for the marginalized in either world? And if our worlds are different, how can people
of different life situations live together in pursuit of the Christian life?
The issues of this paper are spirituality and discipleship. It is the possibility of being a disciple
of the risen Christ, listening to and learning from this Christ, witnessing to this Christ, connecting to this
Christ, and serving this Christ. And it is following this Christ while living in the real world. It is to be a
practitioner and not a theorist only, to learn to swim in the water, to learn to be a pilot in a real airplane.
The issue may be fundamental for the church in any period: how to help people participate fully
in the life of Christ - Christ's heart, mind and work- and live fully as Christ's disciples in all the world.
This is not an academic paper designed to support or defend a position. I hope it has some
analytical merit, but it is really only a personal, halting attempt to understand the phenomenon I am
experiencing in the United Methodist Church in North America and to a limited degree the United
Methodist Church and other Methodist churches on other continents. This is a paper of questions.
In a society grown ripe for pursuing spiritual things, United Methodists are sensing their own
yearnings for unity with God. Some believe the church ought in some way to be helping with that;
others are not sure about that or where to turn. For some it is a rational pursuit--a head thing; for others
it is an emotional or heart thing. For some spirituality has to do with quietness, waiting, openness and
contemplation; for others it is centered on activity, works of compassion and justice, and improving
society.
The United Methodist Church in the United States has always had a strong compulsion for
interaction with secular society--whether condemning the fallen world or seeking to reconstruct it.
Somehow we believe that what we do and how we go about it has to do with discipleship--both
personally and corporately. For some, faithful discipleship is relief for the poor and helping your nextdoor neighbors in a time of crisis even if you do not know them. For others discipleship has first to do
with knowing the neighbor. It is then serving neighbor--as many as possible both near home and far
away and removing barriers to community with the whole human family.
Related, but conceptualized differently is the church's response to major social issues which
divide us and personal values which underlie our positions. Somehow we believe we ought to take a
stand, or al least have a position. The complexity, however, overwhelms. How to distinguish caring
from condemnation, people from the positions they hold and the actions they take, Biblical teachings
from common sense is beyond us.
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But it gets more complicated. For Methodists in American society, as elsewhere perhaps, the
world has changed on us, and it will not stop. The suppositions and rules in mid-twentieth century have
been displaced. The new rules we do not understand, or accept, or both.
An increasing array of social analysts are telling us that the change we are experiencing is
fundamental, extensive, and long-term. We are in the process of moving from the modern world to the
post-modem world, they tell us. (It can only be termed post-modern presently because it is an era still in
the process of becoming.)
William Berquist, a psychologist, has written extensively about the change we are experiencing
and its meaning for organizational cultures. He says, "We may now be living not in the age of anxiety
but rather in an age of "edginess," poised on the boundary between order and chaos."9 Chaos is "a state
of unpredictability and complexity," says Berquist. 10 "This new era of post~modernism offers "a blend
of very old, premodem elements"; modern-day elements ... (as exemplified by many organizations that
reached their zenith during the second half of the twentieth century), and newly emerging elements ... .'' 11
Berquist helpfully summarizes the three periods thusly:
The premodem era was characterized by the predominance of small
organizations with simple structures, unclear (and often unnecessary)
missions and boundaries, and paternal or charismatic leadership. Growth
was either nonexistent or organic .... Communication ... was primarily oral and
face-to-face; land and reputation were the primary forms of capital; and
workers provided manual labor, primarily in exchange for food, shelter, and
security.
By contrast, the modern organization was large and complex;
growth was a primary criterion of success. Typically, the mission of modern
organizations was unclear, though boundaries were usually quite clear.
Leadership was based on the systematic application of sound management
principles, with communication occurring primarily through formal, written
documents (memoranda, legal documents, letters). Money, buildings, and
machines were the primary forms of capital in the modern era. Labor was
compensated through formal wage and salary structures.
The postmodern organization is a combination of the premodern and
the modern organization, yet it has certain distinctive features--notably, an
emphasis on small-to-moderate size and complexity and adoption of flexible
structures and modes of interinstitutional cooperation .... Clarity of mission
is emphasized, in part to compensate for the increasingly diffuse
boundaries, .. .leadership is often defined as something quite different from
management. ... Communication ... tends to be oral..., although often
electronically mediated rather than face-to-face and based on temporary
9
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rather than long-term relationships. Capital...takes the form of information
and expertise, and knowledge workers are often much more influential and
expect more intrinsic satisfaction from their work than did workers in either
12
the premodern or the modern organization.

Roderick Leupp, commenting on A Prim er on Postmoderni sm by Stanley J. Grenz

13

refers to the

"inherent ambiguity and restlessness of the postmodern spirit." "At least one thing is certain," he says.
"The modern era, perhaps begun by Francis Bacon, solidified philosophically by Rene Descartes and
Immanuel Kant, and crowned by Isaac Newton and his scientific progeny, is over." "The postmodern
outlook ... stresses the multiplicity of perspectives over the unified vision of a universe governed by a
perfectly good and powerful deity."
Postmodernism, then, is chastened and pessimistic in its hopes, is holistic in
spite of being radically relative and pluralistic, stresses the local and the
communitarian, and doubts that there are any overarching or unifying
myths or narratives.

"Postmodern ism is a movement of the masses." It "is both nihilistic and atheistic. It denies the
possibility of universal moral precepts, rules and principles." He concludes: "A gospel that is more
communitarian and less individualistic, more integrating and less rationalistic and propositional, and
more discerning and less authoritarian is a gospel leavened by postmodernism."
Again, I come with questions. They are political, structural, theological and social. They are not
merely the questions growing out of who we are as a Methodist movement or denomination. They are
questions about who we are at the most fundamental levels of our beings as people and churches. Where
does the Christian church, and specifically, the United Methodist Church fit in this new world. Does it?
Must the church stay the course or adapt? And if adapt, how? How can an individual or a congregation
work out a simple framework for church participation that deals with the deepest yearnings of people to
participate in the heart, mind and work of Christ and to find a spiritual home.
The issues of the theme of this 1997 Oxford Institute are real for me--not in theory only but on
behalf of a church agency charged with congregational development, and resourcing for spiritual
formation and discipleship.
Just as I come with questions rather than answers, I also come asking for Wesleyan perspectives
rather than bringing them. While I know something of Wesley's thought and the development of his
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thought in the Methodist movement which followed, I suspect that I am better at prooftexting what I
think with what he said than understanding his systematic thought.
What I want to know is how Methodists in a post-modern world build an integrated theological
and sociological framework that continues the Wesleyan-Christian heritage, facilitates our listening to
people who have not been conditioned by it, and contributes to the creation of settings for learning with
people across a broad spectrum of values and psychological needs.
To initiate the discussion, I have chosen to summarize a typology that grows out of an historical
analysis that takes us back to the early church, includes the Methodist experience and brings us to the
beginning of the modern period. The church-sect framework was introduced by Max Weber and taken
over and expanded by his good friend Ernst Troeltsch. Troeltsch's work was later adapted and expanded
by B. R. Wilson, Glenn Vernon, Richard Niebuhr, and other scholars in America such as Liston Pope,
Howard Becker, Joachim Wach, Milton Yinger, Harold Pfautz, Joseph Fichter, Morton Rubin, Russell
Dynes Avery Dulles, Urban Homes, Corrine Ware and others. It has come to us in multiple forms and
with varying usages. Since Troeltsch was the one who did the historical analysis to test and validate the
concepts, we shall limit the description here to his categories and descriptions.
Troeltsch, at the University of Heidelberg and then the University of Berlin struggled with this
church-world issue at the turn of the twentieth century. He gave a significant part of his professional
career to studying this relationship between Christianity and culture, between "specifically Christian
thought and the intellectual principles at work in the higher life of our time - its science, literature,
political and economic thought."

14

He did not believe that Christianity which had been reconciled to

culture was of any value, but on the other hand, he could not understand as genuinely Christian that
religious faith which portrayed merely a negative attitude, or no attitude at all, toward the world outside
the Faith. Troeltsch wanted to find a solution to the problem of the relationship between Christianity and
Western Civilization, to find the synthesis of modern religion with modern culture.
Troeltsch set himself to the task of making first an historical investigation of the past. He
believed it might then be possible to find values normative for the present. This method, commonly
called the religio-historical method, was probably used by Troeltsch to best advantage in

The Social

Teachin g ofthe Christian Churches. Until this work appeared in 1911, "only simple confessional
histories of the different confessions"

15

existed. They could not present historical Christianity in the

objective light which Troeltsch considered essential. Thus, in this work he set about the task of making
clear "the ecclesiastical dogmatic tradition of Protestantism in its own historical sense."
14
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His learnings
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continue to offer insights to the church as it tries mightily to live in the world, confront evil, and stay
centered and empowered by its Lord.
Specifically, Troeltsch's concern is sociological. He inquires into the intrinsic sociological idea
of Christianity, its structure, and organization. He seeks the answers to the following questions: "What
is the relation between the sociological structure and the 'Social'? That is, the State, the economic order
with its division of labour, and the family?" "What has been the actual influence of the churches upon
social phenomena? On the other hand, what influences did the religious community on its side receive
from the politico-social formations? Finally to what extent was an inward contact with, and penetration
of, social life rendered possible, and how far did it lead to an inward uniformity of the collective life?"

17

In the process of the historical investigation of Christianity through which Troeltsch sought to
find the answers to these questions, he found three types of religious social organization developing - the
church, the sect, and mysticism. Troeltsch found that these characteristic forms of religious expression
had arisen in the Christian Church, and that they represent the sociological development manifest in
Christian thought down through the centuries.
According the Troeltsch, the three main types of sociological development of Christian thought the church, the sect, and mysticism - were implicit in Christianity from the very beginning and have
appeared in various degrees and forms throughout Christian history. The religious ethic of Jesus
involved absolute individualism and universalism, thus, the Christian religious fellowship has always
been capable of taking all three types of formation according as which one was stressed. The distinction
could be seen from the earliest times,

18

and the development of each has followed its own course down

through the centuries, each coming close to and even combining with the others at certain points, but
always flowing like separate streams. Troeltsch did not believe that Jesus founded either of deliberation,
nor that either was a simple defection of the Gospel.
20

sociological and social effects exhausted.

19

Only in all three forms is the range of its

He does point out that the Sacramentalistic Church appeared

first, due to the interior need of emphasizing universalism, but he goes on to show that in the
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individualistic civilization of modern times, the Sacramentalistic Church is being displaced by Christian
individualism.
In Medieval Christianity the two great classic types of social doctrine, church and sect, were
produced in institutional form. The relative type of the idea of Christian Society was represented in the
main by Thomism, and the radical idea of Christian Society was evolved and represented by the sects. 21
(In this period the sociological basis of the various groups is illumined more by the church-sect typology
than it was in the Early Church.) The church type found its main support in the entrenched ruling
classes, the predominantly rural aristocracy, and the ecclesiastical hierarchy. All of these had a "vested
interest in the existing social order." On the other hand, the sect type found its basic support in the urban
areas, among the poorer social classes, and in the stirrings of nationalistic sentiment.

22

0

In Thomism a uniform social philosophy which did not assume a d ifferent basis for the Church
and the world was constructed. In this Christian unity of civilization, the Church embarked upon a
civilizing activity that it had never known before. A new conception of the Law of Nature made this new
social philosophy possible. As Troeltsch explains it, "The difference between the absolute Primitive
State and the relative state of fallen human nature becomes less important, and .....the more positive
emphasis is laid on aspects of healing and progress towards a higher ideal, than on the negative aspects
of destruction and punishment."

23

"The new humanity of religious personality and of the fellowship of

love in God has made a compromise with the old humanity of the struggle for existence, of force, of law,
of war, and of violence, with the natural basis of existence."24
Alongside of the social doctrine of Thomism, developed that of the sects. The Church could not
tolerate the radical ideas of the sects, and thus a way of development had to be found outside the Church.
The social philosophy of the sects was characterized by a "strict radicalism of the ethic of the Gospel,
wholly directed towards self-conquest and brotherly love; it appealed both to the Divine Law of the
Gospel and to the Natural Law of the Primitive State, which also was considered to have had no other
ideal save that of holiness and generous love, an ideal which left no room for secular political and
economic inequalities and cruelty."25
In Protestantism and Reformation Christianity, the church type of sociological theory was
preserved. But here we find the sect type exerting even more influence than it did in the Medieval
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period. Here also we began to see the formation of mystical-individualistic groups which gives rise
formally to Troeltsch's third sociological type. At many points in the development of Pro.testantism we
see all three types coming together in the thought and social doctrines of various thinkers and groups.

In Protestantism, "What begins with Luther, finds expression in Lutheranism, and yields its most
important variation in Calvinism, is a vast and new extension of the church type."

26

The Biblical word of

Christ replaces the episcopate as the point of reference which orders the structuring of the Church, but it
is still the church type, along with all of its sociological effects, which prevails. In Calvinism especially,
which Troeltsch regards as the main force of Protestantism, a social philosophy of the Church type is
readily observable. Sectarian influences impinge upon Calvin at points, and this is especially true in
later Calvinism, but sociologically Calvin remained in the ecclesiastical tradition. Calvin's, and
Luther's, sociological philosophy may best be termed Protestant, or this-worldly, asceticism. In this
ideal, a "metaphysical condemnation of the world" is combined with a "rational discipline of the
sensual."27 As Troeltsch explained it, "To be unbound spiritually by the things of this world, to
overcome the world in this world: this was its ideal... .. To this extent Protestantism also maintained
asceticism, but as a this-worldly asceticism." 28 Thus, we see developing sectarian views being fused
with the Calvinistic church type.
The blending of the two types was found in Methodism too, according to Troeltsch. Troeltsch
believed that the founding of Methodism was "one of the most important events in the later history of
Christianity, and of modern spiritual development." 29 From the beginning there were the seeds of
church and sect. The sacramental nature of the church was important to Wesley. And the whole
purpose of its founding was to "leaven the life of the National Church." 30 But the sect-type
predominated believed troeltsch. Methodism's aim was to "awaken the masses" to emphasize Original
Sin, assurance of salvation through confession and conversion to a state of forgiveness, and peace and
ethical activity in the world. Further, the Methodist Revival became a major lower and middle class
movement. "The two sociological forms of the sect-type, the Religious Order and the voluntary
association are here combined."31
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It was following the separation from the Mother Church that Methodism took on more of the

characteristics of church. The influences which led it to opposition to the world were moderated. It
broadened its appeal, "it balanced the emotional character of its type of conversion by emphasis upon
sanctification," and gradually modified its opposition to modern culture, science and art.

32

While not disagreeing with Troeltsch's assessment of Methodism, David Lowes Watson33
emphasizes the church type orientation of Wesley from the outset and throughout his life. Wesley's
sect type tendencies and creations (such as the societies, bands and classes), Watson believes, were
always held in tension with the "integrity and authority of the visible and universal church." 34 Wesley
was pragmatic and practical. Watson quotes Frank Baker: "The eventual expedient might be derived
from an ecclesiastical practice ancient or modern, from church or sect.. .. "

35

So Watson concludes:

the inner discipline of Methodism was inexorably linked to that of the
church of England. He developed the polity of small group fellowship on
the assumption that the wider questions of doctrine and order were already
established.

36

The societies were "ecclesiolae in ecclesia." 37
The significance of the class meeting is not to be found in its
efficacy for Methodism as movement or church, nor yet in its impact on
society as instrument or obstacle of reform. It was a prudential means of
grace whereby Christians in witness to the world could sustain one another
in their distinctive tasks assigned by God at a particular time and place in

.
38
Imman h1story.

Until the time of Protestantism, mysticism did not exist alone as an independent sociological
type. Whereas it had formally "concealed itself under the shelter of the Church," in Protestantism it
"learned to consider itself as the consequence of the priesthood of all believers and of the personal
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religion of convictions, and thereby stood on its own feet."

39

Mysticism thus takes its place as an

authentic sociological type in distinction from the other two types, according to Troeltsch: The
sociological philosophy of mysticism is not as readily seen, however, as is that of the church and sect
types. Since mysticism seeks to internalize religion, any sociological import that it might have is
derivative. This is not to say that mysticism removes all social concern, but rather that when social
concern is manifest in mysticism, it is characteristically indirect.

40

To sum up the development of the sociological theories of Troeltsch's three types in
Protestantism, we may say with Reist,
The threefold ideal type distinction that Troeltsch utilized in
ordering the data as his history of Christian social thought unfoids
may be stated concisely. The church type is distinguished by a
positive relationship to the world; the sect type, by a negative
relationship; the mystic type, by the absence of both concern and
potency in the face of the question of its relationship to the world.
This is patent in the summarizing juxtaposition of the three types in
41

the conclusion of The Social Teachings.

Briefly and summarily, Troeltsch himself has defined the three sociological types of Christian
thought as follows:

42

The Church is
an institution which has been endowed with grace and
salvation as the result of the work of Redemption; it is able to receive the masses, and to
adjust itself to the world, because, to a certain extent, it can afford to ignore the need for
subjective holiness for the sake of the
objective treasures of grace and of redemption.

The Sect is
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a voluntary society, composed of strict and definite Christian
believers bound to each other by the fact that all have experienced 'the new
birth'. These 'believers' live apart from the world, are limited to small groups,
emphasize the law instead of grace, and in varying degrees within their own circle set up the
Christian order, based on love; all this is done in preparation
for and expectation of the coming Kingdom of God.

Mysticism means that

the world of ideas which had hardened into formal worship and doctrine is
transformed into a purely personal and inward experience; this leads
to the formation of groups on a purely personal basis, with no permanent
form, which also tend to weaken the significance of forms of worship,
doctrine, and the historical element.

We can briefly enlarge and expand these definitions by comparing and contrasting the three types with
reference to certain distinguishing characteristics.
Institutional characteristics
The church is institutional in nature. It is a natural social group, akin to the family or the
nation. It emphasizes the universalism of the gospel, and requires no special conditions to the privileges
of the church. Members are born into the church, and infant baptism seals and confirms this fact.
Membership in the church is held to the socially obligatory, and frequently the church, which is an
inclusive fellowship, is national in scope. Adherents to this church type see the church as one of the
most important educational institutions. Further, they assume the objective concrete holiness of the
sacerdotal office, Apostolic Succession, the Depositum fidei, and the sacraments.
The sect, by contrast, is a voluntary organization of an exclusive nature. Members are not born
into the group, but must join, and the group is likely to demand a definite type ofreligious experience as
a prerequisite for membership. The sect appeals to the individual element in Christianity, thrives on
persecution, and emphasizes Christianity's ethical demands. It usually is found in comparatively small
groups in which the members are united on the basis of personal intimacy. A direct personal fellowship
between the members of the group is often a major aim of the sect, as is its concern to establish a radical
fellowship of love.
Mysticism is characterized in this regard mainly by an independent, individualistic attitude. This
sociological type sweeps away the historical element of Christianity, thus, also often the basis for an
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external organization. The stress here is on the Invisible rather than the Visible Church. Mysticism sees
itself as the real universal heart of all religion. It tries to escape the finite word, and is hostile generally
to popular religion. There is usually no ministry and no element of religious fellowship. If mystics do
come together into a voluntary group, it is a constantly changing group, which often follows the sect-type
organizationally.
Theological and Doctrinal Characteristics
In discussing the nature of theology in the church type, it is necessary to distinguish
between the theology of Catholicism and the theology of Protestantism. Formally, with reference to
specific doctrines, we may discuss them together, but methodologically they must be discussed
separately. A ritualistic and sacramentalistic development of Christian thought may be seen in
Catholicism. The depositumfidei of the institution of Redemption is insert.ed into the framework of the
idealistic development of the metaphysic of late antiquity. Protestantism, on the other hand, spiritualizes
public worship and the Sacrament. It makes the "purified doctrine into an intellectual system, which,
however, retains its connection with the sermon in public worship, and with the authoritative basis of
grace and doctrine; in consequence it oscillates between a system of ideas which are valid in themselves,
and a group of dogmas based on history and supported by miracles."

43

Since it does not feel the need to come to terms with thought in general, the sect "goes back to
the pre-church and pre-scientific standpoint, and has no theology at all; it possesses only a strict ethic, a
living Mythos, arid a passionate hope for the future."

44

Mysticism has produced a truly

scientific theology. It conceives "Christian piety as a living creative movement of the present day, and
as a factor in the universal movement of religious consciousness in general. "

45

In the matter of distinguishing doctrinal characteristics, the church type emphasizes the idea of
grace and makes it objective. "Grace" is regarded as the miraculous power which purifies secular
institutions. Christ "is the Redeemer, who in his work of salvation has achieved Redemption, once for
all; working marvelously through the ministry, the Word, and the sacraments in the Church, He imparts
to individuals the benefits of his Saving Work."

46

"The work of Redemption was finished by the

Atoning Death of Christ; this 'finished work' endows the Church with the power to transmit remission of
sins and sanctification."
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The church represents in this view the eternal existence of the God-Man, the
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extension of the Incarnation, and the objective organization of miraculous power. It "is the Kingdom of
Christ, and is therefore identical with the Kingdom of God in the world, or at any rate it is the method by
which it is continually produced afresh."

48

The Church attaches a high importance to the means of grace

which it administers, the doctrine which it has formulated, the official administration of the sacraments,
and teaching by an official clergy. In thought and doctrine it thus seeks to train its members, particularly
its youth, to conformity.
To the sectarian, Christ is not the God-Man, eternally at work within the church, leading it into
all Truth, but the Direct Head of the Church, binding the Church to Himself through His Law in the
Scriptures. He "is the Lord, the example and lawgiver of Divine authority and dignity, who allows His
elect to pass through contempt and misery on their earthly pilgrimage, but who will complete the real
work of Redemption at His Return, when He will establish the Kingdom of God." The whole previous
process of history was a mere preparation for the advent of Christ and the establishment of the Kingdom
in which will be found the real redemption. 49 Grace in this view means the "calling and election" which
separates the Christian from the life of the present world.
Other doctrinal emphases of the sect type include an emphasis on religious experience and
conversion, on the priesthood of all believers, on the sacraments as symbols of fellowship and pledges of
allegiance, on a "called" rather than a trained clergy, on the attainment of inward perfection and
subjective holiness, on eschatology, and on a subjective method of interpreting the Scriptures.
In mysticism, as a sociological type, Christ "is an inward spiritual principle, felt in every stirring
ofreligious feeling, present in every influence of the Divine 'Seed' and the Divine 'Spark'; this mystical
Christ was Divinely incarnate in the Christ of History, but He can only be recognized and affirmed in
inward spiritual experience." "Redemption is conceived as a process which is continually being
repeated; it culminates in the union of the soul with God; in this experience Christ only serves as a
quickening impulse or a symbol." Furthermore, the Kingdom of God is only with us, since the dominion
of Christ means the dominion of the Divine Spirit. 50
Other traits characteristic of mysticism which should be pointed out here are that views within
mysticism concerning the central truths of Christianity may differ widely, that the objective forms of
religious life in worship, ritual, myth, and dogma are taken for granted or put aside, that if the sacraments
are accepted at all, the Lord's Supper becomes a mystical and substantial union, and Baptism becomes
the actual dying and rising again with Christ, that faith is conceived as simply a direct translation from
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the visible to the invisible, into the very life of God and Christ, that union with God, deification, and selfannihilation become the real and only subject of religion, that Paul and John are appealed to for the
grounding of doctrinal matters, rather than the Synoptics, that forgiveness of sins recedes into the
background, and that the doctrine of predestination is completely rejected.

Ethical and Sociological Characteristics
In the Church type, the Church is closely allied with national, economic, and cultural
interests; thus, it is committed to the accommodation of its ethics to the ethics of civilization. It
represents the morality of the respectable majority rather than the heroic minority. The Church is
universal, that is, it desires to cover the whole life of humanity and to dominate the masses. It becomes
dependent upon the upper classes and their development, and utilizes the state and ruling classes in
attempting to stabilize and determine the social order. It makes the absolute Natural and Divine Law
relative and accepts a natural ethic. Thus, the mobility and power of adaptation which characterizes the
Church leads it into compromise with the world in its attempt to establish a Christian civilization.
In this sphere, the sect is characterized by a minority status in the world, separatist and semiascetic attitudes toward the "world," a strict interpretation of Christian ethics, a preference of isolation to
compromise, a frequent refusal to parti cipate in government, war, and the common life of industry and
0

culture, a renunciation of the idea of dominating the world, a general avoidance of social life, an attitude
of either tolerance toward social institutions or desire to replace them with its own society, an acceptance
of the Sermon on the Mount as the ethical ideal, a tendency to discourage extravagant and heroic deeds,
an emphasis upon personal achievement, religious equality, and brotherly love, a dislike of technical law
and the oath, a separation of religious life from economic struggle, criticism of official spiritual guides
and theologians, a reduction of worldly pleasure to a minimum, and a basing of the Divine Law on the
Natural Law of the Primitive State.
The reaction of mysticism toward to world may be positive, or negative and destructive.
However, since it is usually negative, and only potentially positive, its significance for Christian social
thought is only minimal at best. Mysticism is concerned with the relationships between the soul and
God, not relationships between individuals. Thus, mysticism is anti-personal and ascetic. It aims at
holiness and perfection, and evidences a deep opposition to the world. The emphasis here is on an ethic
of freedom whose aim is the enjoyment and the practical proof of personal salvation. The mystic seeks
to obey the light of conscience unveiled by the Indwelling Christ.

Social Class and Other Distinguishing Characteristics
The Church draws its members generally from the upper classes and the rising middle
class. Outward manifestations of religious experience are subdued, and worship is generally
characterized by ritual, formality, and minimal participation by the congregation in the service.
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Sectarians are often the members of an outcast minority--the poor, the depressed, the lower
classes, or those who are without effective representation in the church or the state. Hence, in the sects
we may usually observe an ideal of poverty and frugality, an emphasis on personal Christian piety, and a
great stress of "enthusiasm".
Mysticism has generally been a refuge for the religious life of the cultured classes, although
mysticism may be found among the uncultured as well. Mysticism may lead to extravagant and
emotional forms of piety, the creation of prophecies, and erotic stimulation. It often expresses itself in
ecstasy and frenzy, in visions and hallucinations, in subjective religious experience and "inwardness".

With the characteristics of the Church, the sect, and mysticism distinguished in the foregoing
manner, we can conclude this section by pointing out with Troeltsch that "in actual life, of course, these
different types mingle and combine with each other, just as the different types of the Christian fellowship
also mingle and combine. But this abstract analysis makes the history of dogma much clearer and
simpler."

51

In summing up the relation of these three types to the modern world, Troeltsch says, "Gradually,
in the modern world of educated people, the third type (mysticism) has come to predominate. This
means, then, that all that is left is voluntary association with like-minded people .....
"Alongside of this type the Churches are working with the ideals of past ages, in which they, as
spiritual or actual rulers in the State and in Society, were able to direct both according to their view of a
Christian universal society.
"Alongside of the Churches, however, there are the sects which build up a Christian society in
exclusive Pietistic groups, which lead a strictly ethical life in an alien world." 52
In Troeltsch's view, therefore, no one of these three types is able in pure form to speak to the
modern situation.
Furthermore, Troeltsch goes on to point out that neither of the two great main types of social
philosophy which have attained comprehensive historical significance and influence in Christian history,
Medieval Catholicism and Ascetic Protestantism, are really significant in the present-day. "Both these
powerful types of social philosophy, .... in spite of their great and enduring achievements, have now spent
their force." 53

Thus,

Under these circumstances our inquiry leads to the conclusion

51
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that all Christian-Social work is in a problematic condition. It
is problematic in general because the power of thought to overcome
brutal reality is always an obscure and difficult question; it is
problematic in particular because the main historic forms of the
Christian doctrine of society and of social development are today,
for various reasons, impotent in face of the tasks by which they are confronted.

54

So what is the a~swer to the social problem of the modern world? In answering this final
question, Troeltsch points out that from the standpoint of the form of organization, the sect-type and
mysticism are not equal to the Church-type; but, on the other hand, he believes that the pure Churchtype cannot continue to survive in our present civilization. Thus, Troeltsch concludes, "In the mutual
interpenetration of the three chief sociological categories, which must be united with a structure which
will reconcile them all, lie its future tasks, tasks of a sociological and organizing kind, which are more
pressing than all doctrinal questions."

55

Yet Troeltsch, at least in the end, was not under the illusion that such a reconciliation would be
easy, or even completely possible. "The Christian ethic of the present day and of the future will also
only be an adjustment to the world-situation, and it will only desire to achieve that which is practically
possible. This is the cause of that ceaseless tension which drives man onward yet gives him the sense
that he can never realize his ethical ideal."

56

Nevertheless, according to Troeltsch, the answer to the

social problem of the modern world must be attempted with vigor and expectancy.

Methodists of the 21st century may have before us the same task that Wesley took on 250 years
ago. It is how to design a church (and congregations) that facilitates our search for God, that keeps us
open to the power of the Holy Spirit which continually surprises us and transforms us, that grounds us
in supportive and disciplined Christian community and that endows us with the gift of accountable
discipleship in all the world.
The whole task is participation in the life of Christ. It is emptying ourselves to experience the
mystical presence. It is cultivating participation in the heart and mind of Christ through prayer and
prayerful reflection on the Word. And it is living into the work of Christ through careful and
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intentional openness to the people to whom Jesus paid attention and who become for us the
personification of His presence.
Is it possible for the church to be a place of radical disengagement from the world, not to escape
it but to be completely present to God; but then to return as new creatures, transformed for radical
service and selflessness? Is it also possible for the church to be a place of sect-like community,
focused intently on our common faith and experience and dependent on each other for staying on the
course.
When, as an observer, one talks to United Methodists today about their church, the conversation
most often is about values held for the church--openness, inclusiveness, lay participation, diversity,
community, commitment, being socially alert and active, and invitational. This is a combination of
both church and sect values, but mostly church-type.
There is a minority, substantial in number but clearly a minority who would emphasize the above
listed values of community, commitment and invitation and add truth, certainty, orthodoxy and purity
of faith and life. It is the sect within the church calling the church to accountability and preparing for
the judgment.
An even smaller minority in The United Methodist Church are the mystics. They regularly
practice the disciplines of meditative openness, prayer and study. They prepare the devotional
materials for the church and sect types. They value humility, simplicity, quietness and waiting.
In asking United Methodists about the deepest yearnings of their lives, we inevitably experience
a much greater desire for working on their relationship with God than is commonly talked about,
however. We also find higher commitment to support for others and building relationships with others
than one would judge from first pass listening. This is to say, therefore, that the mystical seeking after
God and the sect type desire for community may be significantly greater than is sometimes evident.
For several years I have been asking United Methodist Church people, "What do you want more
than anything else in the world?" Hundreds of people have responded.
The answers with few exceptions may be summarized in three responses:
(1) Relationship with God
(2) Relationship with others or desire of something for others
(3) To live a good, beneficial, or meaningful life.
The referents in Jesus' statement of the first and second commandments come to mind --God,
neighbor and self. Briefly, I would relate these answers to the Troeltschian typology.
While it would be an oversimplification to associate the three persons of the Trinity individually
with the church, sect, and mysticism perspectives, it would not be inappropriate to point out that the
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answers regarding relationship with God oftentimes reveal such. That which is longed for is what God
does, Christ did, or the Spirit does.
For the mystic there is an inward seeking of a spiritual presence. The sect member often requires
reference to the second person of the Godhead--Jesus or Christ the leader. Most refer to God in the role
of Father, Parent, Creator , or apriori presence.
With regard to the second response category in which neighbor or others are referenced, for
some it is a desire to love and serve others. The speaker wants to do for others. The sect answer is that
others will see the light, live in the true way, be part of the select community. I cannot recall responses
which indicate a mystical stance.
Answers of the third category are the ones most likely to belie one of Troeltsch's types. Some
want to be good and faithful church members; or loving, kind or worthy recipients of God's grace.
Some want to know and do God's will, to uphold and be loyal to the true way in all things. Some
treasure openness to God and the experience of God's presence as evidence of their living meaningfully ,
and truthfully.
The typical congregational setting as I experience it in the denomination is a curious aberration
of the church type with some sect lik_e values. The invitation is
--to experiences and programs of a Christian religious nature designed to attract

people

by age, gender, marital status and the like.
--driven by a desire to enlarge or strengthen the church
--requiring initial decisions regarding profession of faith in Christ and
commitment to the church
--expecting commitment to the congregation through gifts, time, talent and
presence.
--and ultimately expecting each individual to work out his/her salvation and be
accountable for it.
Regardless of the values that may be expounded, the church-type and sect-type values become
scrambled in an institutional mix that is much more horizontal than vertical in its reference. The
mystical is negligible.
An alternative paradigm for United Methodism in Western society might include an invitation
--to community (rather than experiences and programs)
--to center on Christ, so the invitation is to Christian community -- people to
people relationships empowered by Christ
--to a journey to Christ and discipleship (rather than one time, upfront decisions)
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--requiring practice of the spiritual disciplines (rather than evidence of church
support)
--to accountable discipleship through small groups
Again there is a combination of church and sect tendencies but a coherent paradigm that brings
together person, God and neighbor.
The sect value of community seems so very necessary for the church in the post-modern world as
does the integration of ones life and all of its parts. But there also seems to be an important
requirement for the church to provide settings and support for contemplation and simple processes for
spiritual discernment in the midst of active lives of daily interaction. Perhaps the contemporary task
really is one of constructing a unifying structure which will reconcile all three sociological categories.
How to do it? How to begin? Is it time for Methodism to push hard against each of the types
and against the various combinations to test the possibilities?
The 1996 United Methodist General Conference told the church and announced to the world that
our mission is "making disciples of Jesus Christ." Was it serious? Can we find a way to give content
to that?
What if we don't? The post-modern world will continue to be conflicted by attitudes toward
crime and punishment (including capital punishment), abortion, homosexuality, violence, property
rights, familial and ethnic identity, racial, civil and human rights, genocide, suicide and more. Will the
Methodists contribute significantly? Or will the church types want to work it out existentially? The
sects want to rise above the fray and prescribe for the society? And the mystics be so preoccupied that
they will not pay attention?

